Inspiring and empowering men.
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by Ekin Dagli

THE BRAND
Dear Prospecting Clients,

THE MARKET LEADER
Ekin Dagli is a Cypriot Birmingham-based creative consultant.
He graduated with a BA in Graphic Design from UCLAN and
with a MA in Fashion Marketing and Communication from
Nottingham Trent University. In 2014 he founded his personal
blog and has since collaborated with a vast selection of
respected brands such as Versace, Chanel, Tom Ford, Armani,
Canali, Dior, Dolce & Gabbana, Clinique, Amouage, Roja, St
Tropez and Notino.
Apart from being a part-time gentleman and running
ekindagli.com Ekin continues to work as UI/UX designer.

ekindagli.com is an online platform and arguably one of the
leading global fashion and lifestyle blogs for a fluent men.
The platform is dedicated to men’s fashion, interior, luxurious
destinations, art and entertainment in all parts of the world.
At the heart of ekindagli.com is informative and inspirational
editorials on everything a knowledge-seeking gentleman
requires and desires to live a rich lifestyle with attention to
detail. It is our goal to make sure the reader is educated
inspired and presented with unique and original content,
assisting individuals on their prolific journey.
ekindagli.com demonstrates how a modern gentleman’s life is
led and guides him to visit places that he hasn’t been before,
to taste something different or wear something that they never
had the courage to wear.
A modern gentleman embodies integrity and honour and
takes a great effort in all of his interactions and transactions
with others. He also has a great interest in fashion, art,
pampering and fine dining while he appreciates travelling and
discovering new cultures. This is ekindagli.com

AUDIENCE PROFILE
BLOG
Audience
EkinDagli’s target audience is the male succeeders and
entrepreneurs between the ages of 18 to 44 who aspire to live
a gentleman’s lifestyle. EkinDagli readers wear latest trends,
love traveling, craftsmanship, art and fine dining.
Growth
ekindagli.com counts 2.500+ unique visitors per month and
social media: 15,000+ followers on instagram. All content
featured on the platform is created and developed - including
the visuals, gifs, videos and graphics.
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